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I

INTRODUCTION

n 2014, former NSA Deputy Director Chris Inglis prophetically observed that “if we
were to score cyber the way we score soccer, the tally would be 462-456 twenty minutes into the game, i.e., all offense.”[1] Recent events demonstrate that Inglis’ warning
is more urgent than ever, because our cyber defenses remain woefully inadequate.
The Washington Post titled a feature article on July 11, 2021: “Would the US really answer
cyberattacks with nuclear weapons?”[2] Even to broach this question would prompt a follow-up: Has the US undertaken every practicable effort it can make to insulate its assets
from cyberattacks? The discussion below explains why the answer is a resounding “No.”
On May 6, 2021, Colonial Pipeline was attacked by ransomware suspected to have originated in Eastern Europe or Russia,[3] allowing cyber criminals to penetrate a major utility
with significant impact on the entire US eastern seaboard’s economy. From the perspective
of vulnerability, the Colonial Pipeline attack was a significant wake-up call--a Pearl Harbor
moment for cybersecurity. Although Federal authorities eventually recovered $2.3 of the
$4.3 million ransom paid, the DarkSide hacking group still gouged a seven-figure bitcoin
profit. Headline news reported panic, social disruption, and a crippling lack of fuel delivery. This and other recent attacks referenced below highlight a serious and growing threat
to national security. As such, this article discusses two related issues: (1) how much, and
how, we as a nation must move to improve cyber defenses for critical infrastructure, and (2)
some of the lessons we must apply to protect against increasingly disruptive cyber threats,
with special focus on three aspects of cyber-security: protection and prevention, resilience
and recovery, and deterrence. As facts (and attacks) continue to unfold, each of these areas
can and should be the focus of deeper analysis.
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As a general proposition, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) orients much more toward cyber
defense, while the Department of Defense (DoD) provides cyber offense. Yet our overall national policy remains quite uncoordinated, with several cyber “stovepipes” that have separate authorities and missions, for
example: DHS, Department of Justice (DOJ)/Federal
Bureaus of Investigation (FBI), DoD/US Cyber Command (CYBERCOM), NSA/Intelligence Community (IC).
These stovepipes render coordination ad hoc at best,
and more reactionary to cyber events as they arise.
The FY21 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA)
created a National Cyber Director to help correct this
weakness, but time now is of the essence.
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A Brief History of Ransomware Attacks in the
United States
On Friday, May 7, 2021, at 5:00 AM, a Colonial Pipeline employee found an electronic ransom note demanding millions of dollars in cryptocurrency.[4] Within seventy minutes of this discovery, Colonial Pipeline shut
down all 5,500 miles of its pipelines.[5] On June 2, 2021,
employees at JBS USA Holdings, Inc., one of the world’s
largest meat companies and a major beef supplier in
the US, awoke to find a similar message. The CEO made
the tough decision to pay $11 million in ransom.[6] Less
than a day later, the ferry service that shuttles sightseers to Martha’s Vineyard met the same fate. Along
these same lines, even a global pandemic did not deter
malicious actors from targeting facets of everyday life,
from tourism to lifesaving medicines.[7]
While it is partially true that ransomware hackers began with low-profile targets and grew bolder over time,
public health researchers may have been the first ransomware victims. In 1989, Joseph Popp, a Harvard-educated evolutionary biologist, delivered floppy disks to
twenty thousand researchers worldwide that purported to include an informational program pertaining to
AIDS.[8] This elaborate ruse succeeded in infiltrating
researchers’ networks and encrypting their files, and
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Popp’s floppy disks demanded a fee for decryption.
These initial ransomware attacks amounted to urgent
messages and encrypted files in exchange for money, or
“scareware” that bombarded computers with pop-ups
and urgent messages such as “SECURITY WARNING!”[9]
Computer operator victims, upon closing the warnings,
found their files encrypted. The goal of such pioneer
ransomware hacks mirrors the Colonial Pipeline attacker’s: strangle the victim until it pays the ransom to
unlock captive files.
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Ransomware has become increasingly common and
hard to defend against. Ransomware attackers can look
for any vulnerability across a vast array of targets, exploit it, and extract a ransom. This general strategy is
what makes ransomware, at its core, an opportunistic
attack. Effectively thwarting it requires either defending every target (an unworkable solution) or undercutting the business model itself by exponentially raising
financial costs. The US Government (USG) faces similar
challenges with general cybersecurity. What is different with ransomware is that it is intentionally disruptive – a far cry from traditional attacks that prioritize
stealthy and long-term network penetrations over all
other considerations.
Both the number and magnitude of ransomware demands have exploded over the past decade. In 2015,
the FBI estimated the US suffered a thousand daily ransomware attacks, a statistic that quadrupled by 2016[10].
A December 2019 USG report cited nearly a thousand
ransomware attacks targeting a range of victims, from
pipelines to schools to hospitals.[11] Accurate statistics
on ransomware and other cyber-attacks remain elusive,
in part due to lack of any standardized statistics that
consolidate existing estimates, and, because, as discussed more fully below, the US is yet to commit to a nationwide, collective “buy-in” to the benefits of real-time
reporting and cooperation with government cyber institutions. Similar to Dr. Anthony Fauci’s efforts to motivate 100 percent COVID-19 vaccinations, catalyzing
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cybersecurity “buy-in” is essential. By some accounts, literally millions of ransomware attacks
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es at best. See for example, Figure 1 below, which reports the number of global ransomware
attacks during 2020 at 304.6 million.[13]
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Year-Over-Year Change, 2019-2020
As a best practice, SonicWall routinely optimizes its methodologies for data collection, analysis and reporting. This includes improvements to data
cleansing, changes in data sources and consolidation of threat feeds. Figures published in previous reports may have been adjusted across different time
periods, regions or industries.

Figure 1. 2020 Global Cyberattack Trends Report by SonicWall

Without granulating based on the size of the victimized business, the average of all ransom
demands by one account grew from a few thousand dollars in 2018 to $200,000 in 2020.[14]
5 | 2021 SonicWall Cyber Threat Report | 2020 Global Cyberattack Trends
Hacker methods also have become far more sophisticated and often are timed to strike victims
when they are most vulnerable and least able to survive interrupted operations (e.g., hitting
schools in August and accounting firms during tax season).[15] The global pandemic gave hackers a golden opportunity to inundate emergency services and struggling businesses. For example, the strike on Universal Health Services and its chain of over 400 hospitals, on September
27, 2020, was the largest-ever medical cyber-attack in the US. The New York Times’s top cyber
expert, Nicole Perlroth, in her superbly researched book underscores the disturbing rise of
cyberattacks experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic.[16]
The White House has attributed the rapid expansion and professionalization of ransomware
operations partly to cryptocurrencies’ unregulated growth.[17] Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, while highly volatile, enhance operational security for money-laundering and ransom
pay-offs. Cryptocurrency facilitates ransomware operations by shielding exchanges not tied
to or controlled by a central bank, thereby cloaking digital ransom payments in anonymity.
[18]
Transactions are recorded on a public ledger but are not brokered by a middleman witness to the identity of either party.[19] Nor are offshore cryptocurrency exchanges governed by
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anti-money-laundering laws, such as the US “know your customer” (KYC) laws,[20] that penalize
those who facilitate financial transactions that facilitate crime.[21]
Many, if not most, of the recent high-profile attacks against the US were perpetrated by
Russia-linked cyber-criminal organizations, and cryptocurrencies help conceal them from US
intelligence and law enforcement. While the Kremlin’s denials no longer seem plausible, Russia persists in fiercely denying any coordination, for example, with the DarkSide group or
REvil. Whether or not our intelligence community still lacks conclusive proof as to any specific
criminal, Eastern European- and Russian-based cyber-criminal syndicates continue to target
US public and private entities with impunity and have yet to face meaningful repercussions.[22]
Assessment of Critical Infrastructure Defense Progress
Not until 2018 did the DoD designate protecting “US critical infrastructure from malicious
cyber activity that alone, or as part of a campaign, could cause a significant cyber incident,”[23]
as a top cyberspace priority. Presidential Policy Directive 41 (PPD-41) defined a significant
cyber incident as one conducted through a computer network likely to harm national security,
foreign relations, and/or the US economy, and its definition also includes threats to civil liberties, public confidence, and public health and safety of US citizens.[24]
PPD-41 is a good start, but the US remains far short of its full potential to defend key infrastructure from crippling cyber-attacks, even after devoting a laudable, if not gargantuan,
budget to this goal ($17.4 billion spent on cybersecurity-related activities in FY2020 alone).[25]
The DoD has no statutory authority to “protect” critical domestic infrastructure, yet received
$8-10 billion of this total. About $2 billion went to DHS’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Administration (CISA), the agency statutorily charged with assisting to protect domestic
critical infrastructure. Wholly aside from the resource allocation, obviously more must be done
to prevent novice[26] criminals from being able to cripple the flow of gasoline over 5,000 miles
of pipeline that supplies 45 percent of fuel along the entire East Coast for over a week.[27] More
sophisticated criminals mounted a multi-country assault that threatened our food supply with
the JBS ransomware attack.[28] Both Colonial Pipeline and JBS restored operations relatively
quickly but not before paying multi-million dollar ransoms to criminals. These incidents also
panicked millions of Americans and laid bare our nation’s stark vulnerability and lack of resilience.
In the June 8, 2021 hearing on the Colonial Pipeline attack, Chairman Gary Peters of the US
Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs reflected the fears of the
American public and the defense community in his questioning of the company’s CEO: “Mr.
Blount, I am glad your company continues to recover from this malicious attack and that the
FBI was able to recover millions of dollars in ransom pay, but I am alarmed that this breach
ever occurred in the first place and that communities from Texas to New York suffered as a result.”[29] Mr. Blount explained that, “we responded swiftly to the attack itself and to the disruption that the attack caused … We reached out to federal authorities within hours of the attack
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and since that time we have found them to be true allies as we’ve worked quickly and safely to
restore and secure our operations.”[30]
This exchange reveals two truths that the American public, the USG, and critical infrastructure owners must face. First, cybersecurity weaknesses continue to make our country’s infrastructure vulnerable to attack. In our increasingly interconnected world, cybersecurity vulnerability manifests itself in more disruptive economic costs, to the point of posing a credible
threat to national economic stability. Second, the best, and perhaps only, corrective actions
will require effective, real-time collaboration, from ground-level analysts up to senior management, among federal, state, and local governments, and, equally importantly, with the full
participation of our private sector. The private sector manages up to 85 percent of all critical US
infrastructure,[31] yet the bulk of the country’s vital infrastructure does not receive the corporate and USG resources needed to defend against cyber criminals. That being stated, resources
alone are not enough. Long-term success will require strong, focused USG leadership that is
able to motivate a strong sense of urgency, and that provides clear and executable guidance,
and collaboration with the private sector, characterized by genuine, two-way trust that rewards
both sides with sharing of sensitive information in real time, specifically as to (a) strict adherence to basic cyber hygiene, (b) identification of all vulnerabilities,[32] (c) reporting of attacks,
(d) coordinated response to such attacks, and (e) prompt sharing of evolving best practices.
Notwithstanding anonymity guarantees and limited liability protection, voluntary sharing thus
far has failed. The key public policy question we now face is not whether to require the sharing
of information (through reporting), but rather, how to require information, and from whom.
LESSONS THE NATION MUST TAKE TO HEART
1. Start with Adhering to Cybersecurity Basics.
While there are no silver-bullet solutions to ransomware, three basic cybersecurity ground
rules must always be followed: (1) require multi- or two-factor authentication (2FA); (2) integrate segmentation into cyber systems; and (3) adhere to routine “patch-Tuesday” industry- standard practices.[33] Sadly, Colonial Pipeline exemplifies one of many avoidable attacks
in which the criminal organization exploited the company’s lack of safeguards, specifically
2FA. While hardly a panacea safeguard against hacker penetration, 2FA would have prevented this one.[34] Using a single password obtained from the dark web to log into a VPN account
connected to Colonial Pipeline’s network, DarkSide hackers exploited the absence of this
basic 2FA cybersecurity must.[35] One obvious lesson for Colonial Pipeline is clear: “Never
again” violate any of the three cardinal hygiene basics.
In defending against malicious cyber-actors, both government and private sector players
must adhere rigorously to all cybersecurity fundamentals. Along with embedding these cybersecurity basics, we also must establish simple digital literacy about commonly used network infiltration tactics for everyone having any role in protecting critical infrastructure.
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Moreover, even after solid digital literacy and safeguards are in place, periodic audits and
testing are essential.
Seasoned cyber experts also agree that most of China’s and Russia’s offensive cyber capabilities would die in the cradle if the US adhered to the three basic cybersecurity protocols.[36]
These protocols will help protect against not only less sophisticated, non-state-sponsored
cyber-attacks, but also near-peer nations that are armed with some of the world’s more advanced hacking capabilities. On what was a more sophisticated operation calling for the
immediate shut down of servers, The Washington Post on July 3, 2021 reported what it termed
the largest non-nation state supply-chain ransomware attack ever, affecting over hundreds
of businesses using managed IT services. The hackers armed themselves with two different
ransom notes that demanded $50,000 of smaller firms and $5 million from larger ones.[37]
This report also noted the rise of “hackers’ band[ing] together and form[ing] cybercriminal gangs to extort…payment,” gangs that begin by exploiting basic vulnerabilities before
launching more sophisticated tactics.[38]
2. Protect the Nation’s Critical Infrastructure by Elevating the USG’s Aspirational
Private-Public Partnership (PPP) as a Top Priority.[39]
Federal officials reportedly criticized Colonial Pipeline for not immediately involving CISA
in post-attack investigation efforts,[40] revealing problems with collaboration and information
sharing between the USG and private firms.[41] The roles and missions of the many involved
USG agencies must be clarified so that infrastructure operators fully understand reporting
protocols and ongoing collaboration.[42]
In contrast to CISA’s reported frustrations, other agencies applauded Colonial Pipeline’s
close coordination.[43] On June 3, 2021, the DOJ formed the Ransomware and Digital Extortion
Task Force in order to help centralize federal law enforcement efforts in combatting such cyber-attacks.[44] Within days after its launch, this Task Force seized 63 of the 75 bitcoins Colonial
Pipeline paid to DarkSide as ransom, recovering over $2 million.[45] JBS paid nearly three times
that ransom with no funds yet recovered. The FBI attributes the 3-country JBS attack to REvil,
a far more sophisticated ransomware hacker than DarkSide.[46] Given the assets the USG can
bring to bear, cyber-attacks almost always should trigger immediate federal agency reporting
and cooperation.
Few seriously question the US prowess as a cyber trailblazer, but recent ransomware
attacks demonstrate an abject failure so far to achieve critical private-public partnership
(PPP) policy goals spelled out almost two decades ago in the National Strategy to Secure
Cyberspace. This seminal cyber policy statement explained why protecting critical, Internet-connected infrastructure systems is impossible without a strong PPP.[47] A decade later,
the Obama administration adopted the framework now in use to enhance PPPs—a voluntary
partnership model that enunciates overlapping but also distinct goals for commercial cybersecurity and national security.[48]
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The current voluntary PPP model continues to leave the US vulnerable, so the USG must consider complementing a better PPP with select mandated standards that appear to be working
well for certain US allies. A good starting point might be to take a hard look at the insurance
industry, that as of April 2021 was exposed to a $1 trillion in cyber insurance policy limits.[49]
Unlike car insurance, cyber insurance thus far is voluntary. Making it mandatory, at least for
certain critical companies, is a common sense step forward. The excellent, April 2021 Ransomware Task Force Report commissioned by the Institute for Security & Technology (IST)
highlights the rapidly evolving role now played by privately placed cyber insurance. Less than
15% of global organizations have cyber insurance today, (including about 1/3 of all large US
companies).[50] About 20 of the largest insurers dominate this market, and the (a) rising premiums, (b) coverage restrictions, and (c) more stringent underwriting requirements in the
marketplace are quite telling. In a very positive way, these changes can and should lead to seismic shift among companies exposed to ransomware in terms of investment and vigilance.[51]
In addition, some insurers have close connections with national and global law enforcement to
facilitate the data-sharing and threat intelligence.[52]
Nicole Perlroth notes that several of the world’s more digitized countries seem nowhere near
as vulnerable to cyber-attack as the US.[53] She criticizes as wrong-headed US Chamber of Commerce lobbyists who complain that even voluntary standards are too onerous for private sector
operators of our nation’s critical infrastructure, and cites as proof several studies of the Scandinavian countries, Norway in particular (the world’s fifth most digitized country), and Japan.[54]
She urges the need for laws with “real teeth” that, in addition to the three cyber hygiene basics, mandate immediate replacement of antiquated and/or unsupported software. Perlroth
also commends Norway’s annual revisit and update of its 2003 national cybersecurity strategy,
noting that Japan does the same with its “remarkably detailed” cybersecurity policies first
established in 2005.[55]
Developing a much more integrated, effective PPP solution presents basic challenges, but
none that are insurmountable. First, while profit-oriented private corporations are fully incentivized to pay what it takes to secure their own cyberinfrastructure, only the federal government can be expected to invest the time, effort, and resources that will secure the entire national security ecosystem, particularly against nation-sponsored adversaries. Vaughan Grant,
former policy manager of the Australian Army’s cyber operations, observed that “the social
benefits derived from cybersecurity for critical infrastructure do not readily translate into economic benefits.”[56] Colonial Pipeline and JBS executives would probably agree that effectively
safeguarding their operations with no governmental support would be cost-prohibitive. The
public’s cybersecurity needs obviously are not driven by the profitability of any one or more
companies, which is why the federal government’s role in the PPP team is essential.
Second, information sharing between private industries and the USG remains largely left
up to private industry owner discretion.[57] Absent company permission, USG agencies cannot
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properly access network information to assist corporate efforts that lessen vulnerabilities to
attack, and/or otherwise help respond post-attack.[58] Again, what is now voluntary should
become mandatory, with crystal clear ground rules as to what entities and what information
must be reported, and to whom. Even if the USG worked much harder at the never-ending
challenge of earning, and then holding, the trust of corporate America, “voluntary” may
never work effectively. Nor do we have the luxury of time in which to experiment. The USG
must take the lead, first by creating a clear and easily executable standard operating procedure with private sector partnership. The USG also must work to ensure that PPP “sharing”
procedures do not compromise (a) security classifications, (b) competitive market realities,
or (c) international laws. While due to US intelligence laws and not public-private information sharing, the mid-2020 European Court of Justice decision, Schrems II, invalidated the
privacy shield after concluding that US law failed to protect data privacy.[59] Finally, and as
a further inducement for private sector involvement, the USG should provide incentives
(e.g., liability protection for those entities that have satisfied certain standards), and other
reasons to trust the USG. Otherwise, a tightly integrated level of real-time, meaningful information sharing will never happen.[60]
The Obama administration in 2013 with E.O. 13636 groped with a fundamental challenge
that still haunts the US—defining what constitutes truly critical infrastructure. Today eight
years later, the definition of critical infrastructure has become so broad and unwieldly as to be
meaningless. The Cyberspace Solarium Commission (CSC) sought to address this issue with
the term Systematically Important Critical Infrastructure (SICI). Legislation is sorely needed to
define this basic term. Lack of an accurate definition makes it literally impossible to determine
the benefits to, and the burdens of such entities—benefits and burdens that also are in sore
need of legislation. Also excluded in 2013 from E.O. 13636 was an effort to define was the IT
sector. The devastating December 20, 2020, SolarWinds attack, has no doubt taught us that
excluding IT as a protected SICI has left a glaring hole.[61] The USG cannot work closely with
all of the hundreds of thousands of US entities vulnerable to cyber-attack, the vast majority of
which are not truly critical, but we do need to get the definition right in order to protect what
is essential.
Without a disciplined, workable definition of SICI, PPP cybersecurity efforts today cannot
begin to build the essential high level of trust and integrated cooperation necessary. So, at
best, what we have is a piecemeal, post hoc division of labor once crises surface. At worst,
but still better than nothing, vaguely drawn, uncoordinated “boundaries” exist with respective
private-public players bumping into each other, dusting off, and walking away—two separate,
uncoordinated entities facing a common enemy without any collective plan of defense. The US
sometimes performs more optimally, but always must become the goal. To achieve that ideal,
a solid PPP must be developed with all SICI’s, and it must extend well beyond pre-crisis agreement on respective responsibilities, to include collaborative exchanges from the bottom up in
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each respective organization. The private sector can never shift all leadership responsibility to
the federal government and then assume a passive “observer” status, because the first line of
private-sector cybersecurity defense is, and will always be, the private sector that is privy to
information no one in the USG has. Defense of critical infrastructure requires focus on highly
collaborative and integrated partnership—the third of the three “Ps” in PPP. Serious leadership
challenges face both partners: corporate leaders must be receptive towards the USG, and the
USG must earn corporate confidence needed before gaining access to network and other highly
sensitive commercial information. The USG can prove with the reward of success why private
sector players should feel highly incentivized to collaborate fully, before, during, and following
cyberattacks. Yet, this leadership challenge is more than simply providing rewards and, if mishandled, can degrade trust.[62]
Deconfliction is important, as is effective division of effort, but public-private collaboration
at its best will require information sharing and task sharing without condition. Not always,
but often, the US IC collaboration with international partners provides good examples. Ideally, ground-level analysts openly share experiences, even including hunches and insights. It
should be likewise, with cybersecurity. Achieving this ideal will push us closer to 100 percent
need-to-know transparency at each echelon of PPP organizations. The intelligence community
may never allow 100 percent transparency, given the risk of compromising of sources, but to
preserve trust, that should be the goal.
A joint DHS-private sector collaborative research project showcases examples of what
should become our norm.[63] The Internet Security Alliance (ISA) independently singled out
two partnership programs that embodied cohesive PPP, judged as successful initiatives by
private industry and government: the CSRIC Working Group 4 program; and development of
the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.[64] Best practices include: continuous interaction among
key stakeholders constantly reinforced commitment to the partnership at all levels of the
chain of command; and agreed-upon resourcing and collaboration in all goal-setting phases
of operations.[64] The project also highlights the importance of trust-building among federal
agencies and private-sector leaders to the success of coalition forces and joint operations
among our military services. Ground-level trust among employees is also essential, since
many threats can and should be resolved where the rubber meets the road. After all, it was a
Colonial Pipeline control room operator who discovered the ransomware attack, not the CEO.
The USG has proven capability to build reliable and robust PPP teamwork, and greater USG
attention to use in cybersecurity is long overdue. The Colonial Pipeline attack caused elements of
the federal government and private industry to work hand-in-hand to mobilize available resources. Enemies and attack methods are improving dramatically. We are capable of meeting the task
of defending against increasingly sophisticated cyber threats, but not without prioritizing those
threats and resourcing our defenses with strong leadership that recognizes and fosters the trust
and collaboration needed to build a joint USG-private sector cybersecurity team.
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3. Improve Vigilance Across the PPP
The world watched a ransomware attack cripple the 5,000-mile East Coast pipeline and the
ensuing pandemonium at tens of thousands of gas stations. Despite USG assurances that the
fuel supply would swiftly return to normal, drivers panic-purchased gasoline (some even filling
large plastic bags with fuel), gas prices at some pumps reached levels not seen since 2008,[66]
then pumps ran dry at over 12,000 gas stations across the southeastern US as the panic-buying frenzy as consumers broadened their search radius for fuel. While only the first total shutdown of Colonial’s gasoline pipeline system in its 57-year history,[67] we must make it the last.
Throughout the Colonial Pipeline attack and ensuing chaos, malicious actors worldwide were
learning the economic and social costs that even immature hacking groups could cause. International adversaries, both revisionist and rogue states, observed firsthand how a single
cyber-attack caused panic and disruption to energy delivery in the US. To deter such criminal
activity successfully, we must ensure hacking groups can no longer expect to execute ransomware extortion operations with impunity and reap multi-million dollar payoffs. Secretary of
Homeland Security Alejandro Mayorkas put US ransomware losses over the past year at over
$350 million, along with a 300 percent increase in damages due to all cyber-attacks. Although
the Colonial Pipeline attack was partially thwarted, more experienced hackers from well-funded revisionist regimes such as Russia or China still pose a formidable threat.
The FBI retrieved some stolen funds, but much remains to be done to avoid encore attacks.
As is true of kinetic wars throughout history, defending against cyber-attacks[68] is and must
remain an unending, iterative process of incorporating new data points and assumptions. Malicious cyber-attackers will increasingly be more sophisticated, bold, and attack with greater
frequency, particularly if they perceive vulnerability. Paying hackers a ransom, while perhaps
not always avoidable, obviously finances yet further attacks. It also encourages copycat attacks,
as does the lack of adverse, credible consequences for non-state actors and adversarial host
countries alike. UK’s Home Secretary Priti Patel provided many reasons why paying ransoms
in the long run is bad policy,[69] a sentiment increasingly accepted globally.
4. Achieve More Effective Deterrence of State-Sponsored Cyber-Attacks by Clearly
Defining “Red Activities,” Not “Redlines.”[70]
As the US grapples with how best to integrate cyber operations into existing concepts of interstate war and conflict, long-accepted modalities and paradigms require fresh analysis. Colonial
Pipeline exemplifies how cyber-attacks blur long-accepted conflict boundaries. While few may
attribute the pipeline attack to the Russian government itself, many reports finger Russia as affording sanctuary to DarkSide, an attacker that never targets Russian-speaking assets. Whether
and how the Kremlin is ever conclusively linked to this attack, such future attacks, by states,
state-sponsored actors, or even by state-tolerated actors can cause devastating consequences
to the US. Attribution in kinetic military operations is often[71] sufficiently ambiguous to invite
“plausible deniability.” In contrast, ambiguity in cyberspace is a defining characteristic.[72]
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Ambiguity combined with the breadth of ways that cyber-domain attacks and attackers harm
their victims — physically, economically, politically, socially, and/or psychologically — raise
questions as to when “redlines” make sense, and if so, how they should be drawn. A better
response to cyber offenses, whether by state- or non-state criminal actors, might be a well-defined array of “red activities,” each one or more of which will or simply “may” trigger serious
consequences. What DarkSide perpetrated obviously would qualify as a red activity. Taking out
and/or punishing DarkSide would be one response to this red activity, but what about Russia?
While the public is not privy to all information at our intelligence agencies’ disposal, we do
expect that Russia should want to avoid consequences for the whole spectrum of its likely involvement, whether: (a) nonfeasance; (b) the actual perpetrator, with DarkSide (or the far more
formidable REvil) fronting; (c) harboring the criminal hacker, and/or knowing in advance and/
or facilitating the attack; (d) having advance knowledge and failing to deter; or (e) having no
advance knowledge, but doing nothing after the fact to prevent future attacks on American soil.
Perhaps the spectrum of Russia’s possible complicity could be further granulated, but going
forward, what is it we want to place squarely in Russia’s decision-making calculus? Russia
must want to avoid being in any US crosshair, for any aspect of DarkSide’s crime, or the crimes
of any other cyber crime syndicate—perpetrating, facilitating, harboring, tolerating, or even
learning about it and doing nothing, after the fact. Each of these wrongs should constitute a red
activity, and each should lead to a credible consequence. In their decision-making calculus, all
actors should be highly motivated, if not even rewarded (or at least left alone), for proving innocence. As the lead Washington Post editorial on July 9, 2021, put it, “Does anyone really believe
[the Kremlin] is incapable of doing anything at all about even the most prolific and prominent
hackers within its borders?”[73]
Our posture of deterrence against nuclear, chemical, biological, or other existential threats,
while less flexible and far less nuanced, can provide some context. Take as examples the recent
attacks by DarkSide and REvil, and Russia. Whether or not Russia was the actual perpetrator,
at a minimum it clearly toed any redline we would have drawn to a pipeline or other infrastructure attack. However, culpable conduct that may attempt to shroud itself in ambiguity might
well be more effectively deterred, or countered, with ambiguous but telling consequence—the
where, the when, and the how we reciprocate should be on our timetable and in our decision
wheelhouse. Equally important, Russia should be highly incentivized to demonstrate innocence credibly. Obviously, the best way to do that would be for Russia to “out” DarkSide and
REvil, prosecute them, and/or otherwise disable their ability to victimize US interests, which
Russia clearly is capable of doing. On July 13, 2021, David Sanger’s report “Russia’s most aggressive ransomware group disappeared. It’s unclear who made that happen,” confirmed that,
like DarkSide, following President Biden’s warning call to Putin, REvil went dark, for one of
three reasons: (a) Putin shut it down, (b) USCYBERCOM shut it down, or (c) it self-destructed.[74]
Another challenge posed by one-shoe-fits-all redlines, which are harder to tailor to the cybercrimes, is a fundamental difference between closed authoritarian countries and transparent
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democracies. Conceptually, as President Obama learned in Syria, once drawn, a redline creates political pressure, put crudely, to satisfy bragging rights as to accountability—punishing
the bad actor that crossed the line. Unlike conduct flagged as one of a list of “red activities,”
the very notion of the word “redline” exposed President Obama to what’s commonly known
as a “commitment trap.” Once he drew a “redline,” Syria’s subsequent transgression demanded a concrete response in order to avoid domestic, indeed, worldwide political condemnation for weakness. A free press and citizens in a democracy likely would better understand
and accept ambiguity if, instead of somewhat less flexible “redlines,” we substituted a range
of “red activities.”
Clearly defining one or more red activities—unacceptable behavior in cyberspace that may
or may not fall short of an act of war—is critically important, and the Colonial Pipeline attack
highlights a handful of such activities that should open the door to retaliatory consequence. We
must work to find ways to motivate nations to want to avoid harboring or providing sanctuary
to cyber-attackers. Exposing them to consequence unless they shoulder the burden of demonstrating their innocence would help achieve that. Some countries care little about their reputations (e.g., North Korea), but other countries do care (e.g., China), and the best way to establish
innocence is to take visible actions to pursue, punish, and otherwise eliminate any perpetrator
of harm to other nations, including its infrastructure and its citizens. The most effective way
to change Russia’s decision-making calculus may be to impose an unbearably high cost if it
chooses to go the wrong way, and “one size” clearly does not fit all transgressions. Rather, the
response must be tailored to ramifications the offender truly cares about.
Determining how most effectively to impose costs on bad actors for implementing, or even
merely tacitly approving, cyber-attacks on other nations or their citizens, would greatly benefit from the USG applying the three-layered cyber deterrence strategy urged by the 2020
Cyberspace Solarium Commission.[75] The Commission Report goes into each of these layers,
described briefly in ascending order of gravity: (a) shaping behavior; (b) denying benefits;
and (c) imposing costs. Recognizing the importance of PPP, layered cyber deterrence combines and extends many traditional deterrence mechanisms in a whole-of-nation approach
to cybersecurity.[76] A facet of that first layer, deterrence by norms, includes partnering with
reliable allies that are mutually motivated to define red activities and collectively impose
costs on cybercriminals. The Commission also included in the first layer, for more neutral
countries, deterrence by entanglement, wherein the USG creates beneficial engagements
that could disappear for countries caught cyber misbehaving.
The second deterrent layer is a denial of benefits or rewards for cyberspace crimes, including intellectual property theft, malign influence operations, and significant attacks on critical infrastructure.[77] Deterrence by denial is enhanced by reinforcing private-public sector
bonds through activities such as expanding operational collaboration and pooling data on cyber-attacks.[78] This layer impacts the adversary’s decision-making calculus by ruggedizing US
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assets—making them more resilient and impenetrable—to force malicious actors to weigh the
efficacy of their current resources and capabilities.
The third and most severe of the three deterrent layers imposes escalates punitive consequences for increasingly serious cyber-attacks, particularly those that threaten US national
security. All deterrent layers fall under an expanded and reimagined umbrella of DoD’s “defend
forward” cyber-operations doctrine. Full success will require employing these layers concurrently, continuously, and collaboratively, to include, if necessary clarity that crippling counter-cyber-attacks, and/or even use of military force are options that may become necessary at a
time and place of USG choosing.[79]

Figure 2. Layered Cyber Deterrence
These layered deterrence steps are best taken from left to right, integrating each deterrence
building block, as shown in Figure 2, above.[80] This process starts with a clear and effective cyber-defense strategy and clear national security priorities, and ends with delivering swift and
decisive consequences. Again, basic cybersecurity hygiene will clear the field of most amateur
hacking to allow concentrated focus on more skilled actors and critical assets. Whereas the
first layer on the left in the figure above may begin with detection, more active defense moving
to the right by adding attribution, increases the overall the cost in the adversary’s decision-calculus. Identifying red activities essentially works as an ocean-level berm that helps obviate the
need to devote critical USG resources and energy chasing amateur hackers. It also lets nearpeer adversaries know that more potent instruments of power are available, fully capable, and
laser-focused on delivering punishing consequences.
5. Expand the Cybersecurity Defend Forward Doctrine
The 2018 DoD Cyber Strategy commits the US to “defend forward to disrupt or halt malicious
cyber activity at its source, including activity that falls below the level of armed conflict.”[81]
This aspect of the new cyber strategy adopts the age-old adage that the best defense is a good
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offense. This strategy, however, has yet to prevent increasingly bold and frequent cyber-attacks
on USG agencies and businesses. For example, the Russian-based Nobelium hacking group
employed the same spearfishing tactic it unleashed in the 2020 SolarWinds operation to target
human rights groups critical of Putin and the U.S. Department of State (DOS), starting in January 2021 and escalating four months later in May.[82] Ransomware tactics used against Colonial
Pipeline were duplicated just weeks later in attacks on JBS and the Martha’s Vineyard ferry.
To those following US cybersecurity efforts, none of these attacks should be surprising. In
2019, the DHS published a report confirming critical infrastructure as an ideal target for both
near-peer competitors and decentralized malicious cyber actors.[83] Indeed, well beforehand,
cybersecurity experts envisioned a scenario like the Colonial Pipeline attack.[84]
Further efforts to formulate ransomware response strategy must more broadly define what
it means to defend forward. The Biden Administration is seeking to build an international coalition to pressure those countries to hunt down and prosecute cyber-criminal syndicates they
are harboring,[85] and increasing diplomatic pressure on ransomware criminals, by pressing for
change to global financial policies relating to cryptocurrency. Specifically, it seeks to establish
an international standard comparable to the U.S. Treasury Department’s know-your-customer
requirement, to eliminate the anonymity that hides malicious actors from the law, and add
anti-money-laundering mandates.[86] Others have called for the US to deploy military and intelligence agencies in offensive cyber operations that target the technical infrastructure hackers use to employ cyber-attacks.[87] FBI Director Christopher Wray has compared a string of
high-profile ransomware attacks to national security threats posed by the September 11, 2001,
terrorist attacks.[88] Federal criminal justice and law enforcement agencies have become much
more integrally involved in tackling ransomware cases. Indeed, the DOJ and FBI worked closely
together, along with a ransomware law enforcement task force, to recover much of the ransom
stolen from Colonial Pipeline by obtaining a warrant to seize a digital wallet containing much
of the bitcoin ransom.[89]
Ramped up US participation in PPPs will require hard, continuous private and public sector
work. A well-intended Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) advisory in October 2020 threatened fines for “facilitating payments to criminals.” This advisory
was intended to deter ransom payments that would encourage more hacker demands.[90] Even
though reported ransoms paid declined in number, many viewed the OFAC advisory as unwise,
because, unlike Colonial Pipeline and JBS, fewer victims would report paying ransom.[91] Some
suggest that, rather than wielding sticks, the US would benefit more by dangling carrots. John
Davis, a vice president of the cybersecurity firm, Palo Alto Networks, discourages punishing
victims that pay ransoms, urging instead mandatory reporting of ransom payments to federal
authorities and “creating a fund to support victims who refrain from paying ransoms.”[92]
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6. Create Standing Procedures in the PPP for Warp Speed Information Sharing When
Key Ransomware Attacks Occur.
Colonial Pipeline deserves credit for promptly notifying federal law enforcement and government authorities of the ransomware attack. Cyber-attacks of this magnitude require an
immediate communication, not an after-the-fact debrief.[93] A key difference between a cyber
battlefield and a physical battlefield is the need for response time measured in nanoseconds,
not hours or even minutes. Every moment lost gives time to adversaries to cover their tracks,
launder stolen funds, and/or distribute or expose stolen confidential files. Nothing beats early
and ongoing USG-private sector communication and cooperation as the first post-attack step
for victims struggling to minimize losses.
Knowing how the USG will use and protect information should greatly allay private corporate
concerns. At least four possibilities come to mind. First, the USG may want to impose a consequence on the private entity and hold the appropriate individuals accountable for allowing
a major cybersecurity incident to happen—the “gotcha” reason, either regulatory or punitive,
or both. Second, the USG may want to help shut down the attack and/or interrupt a ransom
payment, as occurred with Colonial Pipeline—the “help you” rationale. Third would be sharing
information in an effort to inoculate others against the same or similar threat. And fourth, and
strategically over the long term, would be to help the USG develop and maintain a continually
updated statistical basis to craft policy. While less important for assessing blame, timeliness is
especially important for the second and third potential uses of information. Corporate counsel
today often blocks the proactive information sharing urged here. The USG should ensure that
the private sector understands the USG is truly seeking to help and is not asking the private
corporation to indict itself or its leaders for having fallen victim to a cybercrime.
Demands and penalties work, but combining those with long-term incentives likely will result in better overall response and candor from the private sector. If the USG explains why
quick notice and teaming greatly benefit the company, these incentives will reinforce the trust
to team success. One huge incentive will be immediate USG feedback to the victim of anything
the USG has seen that may differ from the victim’s take. Private firms could be penalized for
coming up short in their due diligence efforts before an attack, or for haphazardly built cybersecurity systems, but far more important is building a trusting team with buy-in from all sides.
Certainly, beyond the unavoidable reputational damage already incurred, no firm should suffer
for volunteering information to the USG about a ransom attack.
While not the focus of this article, technological superiority always will be key to any effective
cyber defense, particularly given the sophistication of some adversary nation-states, and even
other groups, like REvil. As important, however, is the human dimension, as is true whenever
collaborative teaming is mission-critical. Before, during, and after an attack, attention must be
paid to the ongoing human decision-making calculus, especially during the crisis. Take, for
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example, the contrast between the 2013 Target and 2014 JP Morgan Chase cybersecurity data
breaches. Target disclosed all known details of the cyber-attack to the public, even admitting
gaps in its understanding of the attack and lack of a response plan. The press, public, and his
board’s backlash forced Target CEO Gregg Steinhafel to step down; Target was fined over $18.5
million in a multi-state lawsuit, and top information officers were fired.[94] Learning from Target’s public crucifixion, when victimized by an even more serious data breach, JP Morgan Chase
delayed the public announcement for many weeks while it quietly took corrective action.[95]
The takeaways here are clear: If the USG prioritizes, or even harbors as a latent goal, hunting
for whoever messed up, or stabbing the already wounded, such approaches will discourage early self-reporting to the USG, and companies must also consider their reporting requirements
to shareholders and the public.
The USG has taken three nascent steps toward mandating self-reporting. First, within days
following the Colonial Pipeline attack, President Biden issued his May 12 Executive Order (EO)
(Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity), signed, requiring all defense contractors to self-report.
This step indicates clear progress, but it leaves a gaping hole— it did not include non-defense
contractors. The framework for increased information sharing, outlined above in Section 2, describes what should be mandated much more broadly, to include: (a) collection and preserving
data relevant to IT systems controlled by the service provider; (b) sharing such collected data;
and (c) collaborating with federal cybersecurity investigations.[96]
Second, the TSA released a May 27 directive requiring all pipeline owners and operators to
(a) complete and submit cybersecurity assessments to both TSA and CISA within 30 days, (b)
report all “confirmed and potential” cyber-attacks to CISA, and most uniquely, (c) appoint a
24/7-available cybersecurity coordinator to work with the USG on cyber-attack responses.[97]
Like the President’s EO, however, this DHS/TSA directive applies only to a select subset of
private industry (i.e., critical infrastructure service providers).
Third, Chairman Mark Warner of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Committee
spearheaded a proposed bipartisan bill that would mandate private industry reporting a cyber
incident to CISA within 24 hours.[98] A statement by the Chairman underscores the obvious:
“Voluntary sharing is no longer effective.”[99] If enacted, this bill, anticipating private industry
concerns, would exempt cyber notifications from Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests
or use of such notifications in prosecuting service providers.[100]
CONCLUSION
This article takes an initial cut on lessons learned following the May 6, 2021 attack on Colonial Pipeline. More information about that attack and its aftermath undoubtedly will become
public over time.[101] DarkSide sparked a national dialogue around what appears to be missing
from our nation’s cyber defense strategy. This article attempts to explain why recent attacks
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reinforce the importance of focusing beyond the technical aspects of defense. Most essential
is gathering people to work together, with strong leadership and leveraged talent, to secure
against and respond to malevolent cyber activity. While the Executive Orders issued thus far
are helpful as stop-gap interim measures, also essential are clear, executable legislation and
inspired leadership, both for governance, and for motivation of all public and private stakeholders to meet this growing threat by embracing essential PPP collaboration that is integrated at
every level of the partnership.
We have cited a clear example of one recent key cyber defense achievement in which a
USG-created joint planning cell involving three relevant agencies led to demonstrable success.
This example must become the rule and not the exception. We can no longer drag our feet on
building an effective coalition among the nearly two dozen federal agencies now operating
in cyberspace. Agency teamwork must be streamlined, and, vitally important, the USG team
must partner broadly and deeply with all relevant private sector stakeholders, especially
those that manage our infrastructure and that face increasingly sophisticated cyber defense
threats. Required will be inspired leadership that broadens the aperture and embraces input
from a very wide range of skills and personnel. Whenever America embraces its most valuable asset -- the broad diversity of its citizenry and talent -- it is victorious.[102] That timeless
lesson is key to our cybersecurity, just as it has been to our military, our industry, our education, and everything important we have done. However, the US and all vibrant, free market
democracies, are up against adversary countries that largely have retained public ownership
of critical infrastructure, and also, that exercise far more control over their private sectors
than does the USG.
Leadership includes sound management of talent, but it is much more. Defeating cyber
adversaries will require cohesive, tested teams that are so conspicuous that they send an
unequivocal message to all would-be adversaries. Sound cybersecurity is as much about getting the roles and responsibilities of each public and private stakeholder right as it is about
state-of-the-art technology. While not the focus of this article, the US enjoys an enviable,
perhaps unparalleled technological edge. Maintaining that edge is an existential imperative.
The focus here is more on some key lessons that, if learned, will improve the human teaming
element essential to a better defense—the cyber hygiene basics, the legislative clarity, the
leadership, and the public-private partnerships and PPP buy-in all essential if we are to minimize the exposure and vulnerabilities inherent in any open, democratic society like ours.
The wakeup call in the first sentence of this article underscores the missing defense so
desperately needed for the US to bring its adversaries’ soccer cyber scores down from a
whopping 456 points to single digits. For highlighted reasons, this defense will require multiple layers of prevention, resilience, and deterrence, along with our national resolve to leverage the full range of financial, legal, diplomatic, and defense assets at our disposal as we
target and respond to increasingly formidable cyber-attackers.
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